
Year 6 Curriculum Overview
Term: Spring 1

Subject Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

English Core Book: The London Eye Mystery by Siobhan Dowd
Writing Outcome: Police report Core Book: The London Eye Mystery by Siobhan Dowd

Writing Outcome: Newspaper Report

Punctuation and
Grammar

● Conjunctions,
● Linking

paragraphs with
adverbials

● Linking
paragraphs using
repetition

● Using ellipsis
● Brackets for extra

information
● Dashes for extra

information
● Single dashes
● Hyphens

● Present tense
● Past tense
● Present and Past

progressive
● The perfect from
● Apostrophes for

missing letters
● Apostrophes for

possession
● Its and it's

● Subject and
Object

● Passive and
active voice

● Punctuating
speech

● Punctuating
dialogue

● Reported speech
and direct speech

● Inverted commas
● Inverted commas

inside inverted
commas

● Colons
● Semi-colons
● Semi colons to

join clauses
● Colons to

introduce a
clarification

● Formal and
informal writing
style

● Writing for your
audience

● Standard and non
standard english

● Paragraphs
● Writing lists
● Bullet points
● Layout devices

● Nouns:Subjects
and objects

● Word class and
function

● Modal verbs
● The subjunctive
● Verb forms- recap
● Verbs forms in

action

Spelling Words with the long
vowel sound /i/ spelt
y

rhyme
occupy
apply
hyphen
hygiene
python
supply
identify
multiply
recycle

Adding the prefix
‘-over’ to verbs.
overbalance
overthrow
overturned
overcoat
overslept
overcook
overpaid
overreact
overtired
overlooked

Convert nouns or
verbs into adjectives
using suffix ‘-ful.’
merciful
plentiful
beautiful
fearful
faithful
boastful
doubtful
thankful
pitiful
fanciful

Words which can be
nouns and verbs.
produce
impact
transport
silence
permit
object
contest
subject
increase
freeze

Words with an /oh/
sound spelled ‘ou’
or ‘ow’
shoulder
smoulder
mould
thrown
known
blown
window
shallow
soul
poultry

Words with a ‘soft c’
spelt /ce/.

prejudice
nuisance
hindrance
sacrifice
cemetery
certificate
celebrate
necessary
deceased
December



Maths Fractions, Decimals and Percentages

● Equivalent fractions
● Connections between fractions, decimals and percentages
● Fraction problem solving
● Rounding
● Improper fractions
● Comparing and ordering fractions
● Add and subtract fractions
● Multiply fractions
● Dividing fractions by whole numbers
● Calculating percentages of amounts
● Percentage increase and decrease

Calculating

● Solve problems involving the relative size of
two quantities where missing values can be
found by using integer multiplication and
division facts

● Solve problems involving similar shapes
where the scale factor is known or can be
found

● Solve problems involving unequal sharing
and grouping using knowledge of fractions
and multiples

Maths KIRF Convert between decimals, fractions and percentages

Science Electricity
Children will learn

● To recreate a simple series circuit from a diagram with recognised symbols, then improve the circuit and edit the diagram.

● To read simple circuit diagrams, and predict which will have the brightest bulb/loudest buzzer, giving reasons.

● On paper, design a burglar alarm using recognised symbols in a diagram.

History Women’s Suffrage

Children will learn to

● compare the limitations and freedoms women had in different periods of history

● understand the roles and rights of women in Victorian times

● know who the Suffragettes were and what they were fighting for

● be able to sequence the different phases of the Women’s suffrage movement

● analyse how the role of women has changed over the last 100 years

● know about the challenges which women continue to face today

Religion Christianity

Children will

● express the feelings they have when they think about situations or things they would like to last forever.
● make links between different Christian beliefs and their views on whether anything is ever eternal.



● reflect on their own beliefs about whether anything is eternal.

Art Still Life
Children will

● Develop their techniques, including their control and their use of materials, with creativity, experimentation and an increasing awareness of
different kinds of art, craft and design.

● Use the sketchbook to make observations and preparatory drawings.
● Improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example,

pencil, charcoal, paint, clay.
● Improve their mastery of art and design technique of a painting.

PSHE Economic Well Being

Children will learn

● Attitudes to money
● Keeping money safe
● Gambling
● What jobs are available?
● Carer routes

PE Gymnastics
Children will learn

● Gymnastics
● Shapes
● Jumping
● Vaulting
● Balancing & rolls
● Routines

Computing Intro to Python
Children will learn

● Tinkering with Logo
● Nested loops
● Using python
● Using loops in python
● Coding Mondrian

Spanish El Fin de Semana
Children will learn



● Ask  what the time is in  Spanish.
● Tell the time accurately in  Spanish.
● Learn  how to say  what  they do on the  weekend in  Spanish.
● Learn to integrate connectives into their work.
● Present an  account of what  they  do and  at what time  at the weekend.


